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*LINK TO WATCH SKINHEAD REQUIEM ONLINE FOR FREE*

http://vimeo.com/57427137
password is: "requiem"

GENERAL INFO
Running Time: 7:39 min
Screen Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Genre: Short, Narrative, Drama
Audio: Dolby Digital 5.1 & Stereo
Exhibition Formats: DCP, HDCAM, Blu-Ray, DVD
Shooting Format: DSLR HD Video (1080/24P), Canon 5D & 7D

LOGLINE & SYNOPSIS
LOGLINE:
A volatile skinhead convict on death row and a not-so-typical priest cross paths for a final prison visitation.

SHORT SYNOPSIS:
It has been said that death row is the quietest place in a prison. What goes on in the minds of those condemned to
that pending pathway to oblivion? "SKINHEAD REQUIEM," starring TOM NOONAN, depicts the final prison visitation
between a volatile skinhead convict slated for execution and a not-so-typical priest.

MEDIUM SYNOPSIS:
It has been said that death row is the quietest place in a prison. Profoundly silent. Reminiscent of the sound of an
empty library. What exactly goes on in the minds of those condemned to that pending pathway to oblivion?
"SKINHEAD REQUIEM," a short film by JASON VICTOR EVERETT featuring a powerful performance by veteran actor
TOM NOONAN (Heat, Manhunter, Robocop 2, Last Action Hero, The Pledge, Damages, Hell on Wheels) depicts the
final prison visitation between a volatile skinhead convict slated for execution and a not-so-typical priest.

LONG SYNOPSIS:
It has been said that death row is the quietest place in a prison. Profoundly silent. Reminiscent of the sound of an
empty library. What exactly goes on in the minds of those condemned to that pending pathway to oblivion?
"SKINHEAD REQUIEM," a short film by JASON VICTOR EVERETT featuring a powerful performance by veteran actor
TOM NOONAN (Heat, Manhunter, Robocop 2, Last Action Hero, The Pledge, Damages, Hell on Wheels) depicts the
final prison visitation between a volatile skinhead convict slated for execution and a not-so-typical priest. However,
far beyond a familiar farewell confessional, this dark encounter takes viewers into uncharted territory and unfurls
surprising revelations about both individuals. As is often the case with life, things are perhaps not as simple as they
might seem. Who are the real monsters in the world? Where do the demons inside us come from?

BIOS
JASON VICTOR EVERETT
Navigating through childhood memories of street hockey games and epic snowball
wars, JASON VICTOR EVERETT recalls the time when he was uprooted from his icy
Toronto birthplace to sunny Southern California, where kids suddenly made fun of
that Canadian accent he never knew he had. Years later, upon surviving the threeyear prison sentence known as law school, he switched directions to finally pursue his
one true dream -- film. Jason attended film school on weeknights for years while
toiling away in a downtown law firm to pay down student loans. He launched
Sound&Fury Pictures and embarked on the creative endeavor of producing, writing,
directing, shooting, and acting in short films. The Sitdown (2009), a comedy about an
adopted wayward youth heeding advice from a concerned foster parent, marked
Jason's first significant foray into the film festival circuit. His next film, SKINHEAD
REQUIEM (2012), which features a powerful performance by veteran actor TOM
NOONAN (Manhunter, Heat, Robocop 2, Last Action Hero, The Pledge, Damages, Hell
on Wheels), depicts the final prison visitation between a volatile skinhead convict on
death row and a not-so-typical priest. Jason plays the role of the skinhead as well as
writing, producing, and directing the film. Jason's transition to filmmaking is a
constant reminder to himself that happiness will always be more important than
hollow prestige, no matter how unconventional the route may be to get there.

TOM NOONAN
TOM NOONAN has consistently turned in memorable unique performances praised
by peers and critics alike. A product of Yale’s acting school, Noonan started out in
theater performing in plays such as Sam Shepard's Buried Child (1978) before
launching a prolific film career in the 1980s with an early credit in Michael Cimino’s
Heaven’s Gate (1980). At 6’6”, Noonan's imposing presence has likely contributed to
his tendency to be cast as menacing villains, such as in RoboCop 2, Last Action Hero,
and The Pledge. In 1986, Noonan gained widespread accliam for his portrayal of
serial killer Francis Dolarhyde in Michael Mann's Manhunter, the first movie to
feature Hannibal Lecter. He collaborated with Mann again in 1995, playing the
enigmatic cyber-thief Kelso in Heat. During the 1990s, he wrote and acted in various
plays performed at Paradise Theater in New York (a venue founded by Noonan in
1983), including two that he made into movies, What Happened Was... (1994) and
The Wife (1995). Both films garnered nominations at Sundance, with the former
winning the coveted Grand Jury Prize in 1994. In the 2000s, Noonan appeared in
various other movies, including The Opportunists (2000) with Christopher Walken
and a well-reviewed turn alongside Philip Seymour Hoffman in Synecdoche, New
York, Charlie Kaufman's directorial debut. Over his long-spanning career, Noonan has
also made numerous appearances in notable television shows, including The X-Files,
Law & Order, Tales from the Darkside, CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, Damages, and
most recently, Hell on Wheels. A true multi-hyphenate, Noonan has proven to be a
creative force in front of and behind the camera, at times working as a writer,
director, editor, and even composer for various projects.

SELECT REVIEWS

Jason Victor Everett’s short film, Skinhead Requiem, is a tale of a man getting his final visit in
prison before his death. Both grizzled priest (Tom Noonan) and skinhead inmate (Jason Victor
Everett) share the somber experience, first with the priest telling a tale before the inmate gets
his remaining thoughts out. It’s a quiet conversation, but one with loud echoes through both
men’s lives.
The standout star of Skinhead Requiem, and technically you only get two real choices between
the priest and inmate, is Tom Noonan’s priest. He does have a leg up because the short gives
him the most camera time, especially in the opening, but Noonan’s performance is captivating
regardless, and not in that “I’ve going to use ‘captivating’ because it’s an easy review
buzzword” sense; as he told his opening story, you couldn’t pull me away from the screen. And
since the short is only eight minutes long, if Noonan isn’t up to the task, this could easily be a
forgettable conversation and experience.
Noonan makes the film, and it is worth watching, even if you don’t get anything out of it beyond
his performance. I think there is a bit more to it, however, as it’s a subtle study on generations
and how traits and elements of our past influence our future, whether they have any merit or
not. The inmate committed to a way of life based on how he was raised, and reactions to that
life experience, and the priest likewise has to come to a reckoning with that. In some ways, the
last rites are not just for the inmate, but for the road he walked. Likewise, the death of not just
a man, but the ideas and experiences that formed him.

It's not often that I review an independent short that features an actor of Tom
Noonan's caliber, so when something like this comes to me, many things cross my
mind. First of all, the standards for the short are probably going to be of a higher
caliber than most indie projects that I come across. Secondly, I must wonder what
drew someone like Noonan to this project. A fan favorite and tremendous character
actor, Noonan is a performer that can always be counted on to bring something
intriguing to any role. A very strong actor who is capable of spicing up even the
smallest of roles, his performance was never in question before sitting down to
watch Skinhead Requiem. The only question I had before watching the movie was,
will the short live up to Noonan's talents? Well, spoiler alert, yes it does.
The plot for Skinhead Requiem is very brief. It focuses on a priest, played by Tom
Noonan, who is having a small discussion with a skinhead who is apparently serving
time in prison. Their discussion is on anything but the real topic at hand, which is the
emotional state of this prisoner. As the short unfolds, we see a great deal from this
“skinhead,” but we are never told anything explicit about his current feelings or state.
The filmmakers knew exactly what they had with Tom Noonan, and they put him right on display immediately. The short
opens up in a closeup on Noonan's face, allowing his intensity to immediately fill up the screen. An actor capable of holding
an audience with just his words, Noonan's monologue is forceful even when he's talking about something as trivial as his
mother cooking fish. Across the table from Noonan is Jason Victor Everett, the director and co-star of this short, who
hangs right in there with Noonan in terms of intensity. With a massive swastika tattooed across his face and blood red eyes
staring into the camera, the audience wouldn't be blamed to feel an immense amount of fear when first seeing this
character. However, we quickly see torment in the man, and with only a few passing words we're clued into this man's past.
The short details a discussion that seems to avoid the elephant sitting in the room, but despite the lack of words explaining
every nook and cranny of the emotional context being displayed, we understand what is at stake here. The audience
discerns all the information that they need through visuals and small character ticks, but the movie never sacrifices a bit of
its intensity because of this decision.
The short is very sharp and works brilliantly as a small narrative experiment. The movie is all about the performances of
these actors and they are in top form. Telling a story with limited words, this is what separates cinema from all arts. If you
happen upon the opportunity to see Skinhead Requiem, I would highly recommend it. You can read more about the project
via its official Facebook page, located here:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Skinhead-Requiem/427355700674632

DARK AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL
It’s fair to say a lot of time and effort went into the making of this little 7½ minute film.
It’s also probably fair to say the subject matter may offend some people. I don’t care
whether people like it or hate it, so long as they remember it. And hopefully they ask a
question or two when it’s over. I have made the commitment to be 100% honest about
how this film was created during the course of interviews and festival Q&As in
connection therewith, even if it may be to my own detriment in some instances. I’m
Jason Victor Everett, the writer/director/producer of the film, as well as the co-lead
actor.
SKINHEAD REQUIEM was written one night in early 2012 alone in my empty apartment.
I’m manic-depressive, which leads to a lot of black suicidal lows and an overall uneven
mental landscape. The priest
character utters words spoken
by my father long ago. I hated
my father when I was young,
and still do today, but like the
barely-visible remnants of a
painted
lane
divider
sandblasted
off
an
old
windswept highway, I cannot
rid myself of the imprint he left
on my mind or life. I wrote the
priest character for Tom
Noonan (Manhunter, Heat,

Robocop 2, Last Action Hero, The Pledge, Damages, Hell on Wheels), an actor I have
admired for years; a guy with a powerful and uncanny screen presence. We had
exchanged pleasantries online a handful of times, but I didn’t really know him. I sent
the script to him the same night I wrote it and he emailed me the next morning and said
“yes.” Tom is an amazing person with a million fascinating stories, and he’s just as
memorable during lunchtime conversation as he is in front of the camera. He is one of
those rare breeds of human being that you just don’t come across very often in life.
The film is meant to be a slow
reveal; an unfolding story
providing very little in the way of
explanation beyond stark visuals.
On the surface I can reiterate the
logline, that the film depicts “the
final prison visitation between a
volatile skinhead convict on death
row and a not-so-typical priest,”
but it’s really about more than
that. It’s probably more about
fathers and sons than it is about racism and capital punishment; how one generation
mindlessly follows the actions of the generation before it without asking “why.”
Tom was shooting AMC’s edgy hard-charging western Hell on Wheels at the time up in
Calgary, Canada. His schedule was only known to him a few weeks in advance, so we
had to work around it and shoot his lines when he would be available. Since it would be
such short notice, we only had a day to get his lines, and we only shot his side of the
conversation (he was effectively
speaking to no one, and we had
not even cast the role of the
skinhead at that point). Tom
flew down one weekend from
Canada in the early part of the
summer of 2012 and we shot
his lines in front of a
greenscreen in a small studio
rental in Burbank with a
skeleton crew consisting of

seven people or so, including talented CSI: Miami cinematographer Ken Glassing. After
an enjoyable Sunday shoot, Tom said his goodbyes and flew back up North. I set my
sights towards getting the rest of the film done.
We needed an ominous hallway
down which the skinhead character
would be led by stoic guards after his
dark encounter with the priest. I
envisioned an endless corridor
spanning out towards a vanishing
horizon; a black oblivion.
Even
though the hallway is only on-screen
for mere seconds, it serves an
important purpose in the story, both
literally and metaphorically. It is the
pathway that the convict has chosen
in life. We scouted locations and ultimately settled upon a fantastic cavernous
underground tunnel system beneath the federal buildings in downtown Los Angeles.
The old abandoned tunnels were once used to quietly usher prisoners from the jail to
the courthouse buildings out of public sight, but had become defunct in recent years.
They have an almost haunted feel to them now. You can hear wind echoing through the
eerie dark catacombs if you stop and listen. We secured a permit and shot the footage
of the two guards escorting the imposing skinhead prisoner in shackles (Shon Lange
stood in for the convict during the tunnel sequences) to certain doom.
The next (and perhaps most difficult) portion we needed to get was the footage of the
skinhead during the
encounter with the
priest.
This was
difficult in terms of
both the casting aspect
as
well
as
the
background
visuals;
the room I had
visualized in my head
needed to be a cold
metal box with a heavy

steel vault-like door locking the men in. I looked at real prison locations in and around
southern California,
but nothing really
resembled what I
had in mind.
As
such, I decided to
build
the
room
myself, in my own
apartment. To do
this I needed to buy
many steel parts and
panels of sheet
metal from local
hardware
stores
(Home Depot) and online supply companies.
The final sequence of SKINHEAD REQUIEM
involves not just the prison door, but literally the
gears and heavy chain links grinding and
revolving to pull the powerful vault-like door
shut. The jagged grinding gears literally operate
as a metaphor for the gears turning inside the
priest’s head at the conclusion of the piece. The
door violently slamming shut perhaps symbolizes
a final chapter closing in the lives of both men.
To get these shots, I literally bought motorcycle
gears and bicycle chains on eBay and set them up by hand. I studied prison doors and
the internal mechanisms used to
automatically open and close them, even
going as far as to contact the companies for
blueprints. When time came to shoot, I
literally rotated the gears by hand myself as
assistant cameraman Ken Wiatrak shot the
revolving metal teeth with a macro lens.
Wiatrak and I also built the walls and the
prison door in my apartment living room.
The door of the chamber was made from a

flimsy closet sliding door (again, Home Depot) blanketed with sheet metal and
temporarily hung on a metal track we drilled into an overhang in front of my kitchen.
Mock metal “rivets” were created from shiny thumb tacks. We worked all night and
were able to get the shots we needed despite our bleary-eyed weariness.
Last but not least was casting the part of
the skinhead, no easy feat given that this
wasn’t to be just any “ordinary”
skinhead. This skinhead would be a
hulking monstrosity covered with
tattoos, including a huge black swastika
facial tattoo and “tattooed” blood-red
eyeballs. I don’t consider myself an
actor, although I’ve been in a few small
things here and there, but I came to the
realization that casting something this
extreme would be a little difficult. I figured I might as well take a shot at it myself; if I
failed miserably I could always re-cast it later in the year, and at least this way I wouldn’t
have to ask someone to shave his head, get a huge swastika temporarily tattooed to his
face, and wear extremely large bowl-shaped red VFX contact lenses on his eyeballs. The
only problem was, of course, that I would have to undergo these things myself.
I work in a white-collar world (I’m a lawyer by day),
so I knew I couldn’t just “shave my head” for the
part that easily. I decided to shave the sideburns
and wear a very realistic bald cap on the day of the
shoot. The bald cap was expertly applied by
makeup artist Hiroko Claus the morning of the
shoot in my apartment, although we had an evershrinking window of time to get the footage we
needed (the bald cap only stays on for maybe 4
hours before it starts peeling off). In the end, we
were able to cover up some of the noticeable
seams in post-production with visual effects
compositing.

The eyes are not something based upon fiction, but
rather upon fact. I was watching the prison reality show
“Locked Up” on the Discovery Channel one night and I
saw a fascinating segment pertaining to two white
supremacist prisoners (cellmates) who had literally
tattooed the whites of their eyeballs with a hypodermic
needle. One colored his eyeballs blue while the other
colored his red. Needless to say, the process was
painful and permanent for them.
The resulting
appearance is extremely disturbing, and I figured I
should base a character on this unusual body
modification choice. I had never seen anything like this
in any movie before. The contact lenses were designed
by 9mm SFX, a company run by Kevin Carter way out in
Hawaii. This is a guy who has made a successful living custom-designing theatrical
contact lenses for most of the big horror and sci-fi movies we see these days. He’s so
good at it that he can essentially work out in paradise for us filmmakers here on the
mainland. He did a fantastic job, and even though they cost $400 for the pair, they were
well worth it.
Temporary tattoos were applied over at Black Diamond Tattoo shop in Venice Beach
literally the night before the shoot. The tattoo artist, Charly Reynoso, along with the
help of Brianne Solomon, did an incredible job. We decided to use a striking “tribal”
black design for the arms along with a Nazi Eagle moniker for the back of the neck and a
Maltese Cross for the front of the neck. Applying the arm and neck tattoos took over
nine hours and I sat in a
chair for a full day
undergoing the process.
Even though the ink is
temporary, the effort
required to apply the
sophisticated tattoos is
just as monumental as
with permanent ink. The
huge black swastika on the
face was tricky, because I
couldn’t really get it

applied at the shop and go walking around or driving around afterwards (for obvious
reasons). Thus, Charly came over to my apartment and applied the facial tattoo the
morning of the shoot, just after the bald cap was applied.
In order to make the transformation complete, I knew I would have to put on some
weight. I’m a fairly big guy, but I knew that to really sell the intimidation factor I needed
to add more muscle up top. I also knew I only had one month to do this, so I simply
couldn’t rely on hitting the gym hard for four weeks. Thus, I decided to do something
that some may perhaps see as a bit controversial—I took anabolic steroids for the
month leading up to the shoot. I had never taken steroids before so I did a great deal of
research before doing my first “cycle” about how I could obtain them and how I could
take additional supplements to protect my body/liver as best as possible. I consumed
over 4000 calories per day and spent a ton of time lifting weights. In the end I think it
was worth it, as I was able to gain upwards of 30 pounds for the shoot. All was not
smooth sailing though, as I definitely encountered an unexpected side-effect after the
cycle was over: swollen feet for an entire month. It concerned me so much that I
ultimately went to the hospital and two additional doctors to help reduce the swelling
and return my feet back to normal. Scary.
I also needed to cry for the part the night of my shoot. To help achieve this, I decided to
go off of my depression medication four days before shooting. Thankfully it worked and
I was able to cry more easily with the sudden absence of my meds.
At the end of the day, I couldn’t be
more proud of the film and the
talented cast & crewmembers that
helped to make it a reality. SKINHEAD
REQUIEM is exactly as I had
envisioned it in my mind a mere four
months before its inception. I also am
extremely thankful that the amazing
Tom Noonan came down to Los
Angeles to help make my dream come
true. I wouldn’t change a thing in
terms of its production backstory, and
I hope that at least a few people are
impacted by the film on some level.
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